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ABSTRACT
Collective classification, as an important technique to study net-

worked data, aims to exploit the label autocorrelation for a group

of inter-connected entities with complex dependencies. As the

emergence of various heterogeneous information networks (HINs),

collective classification at present is confronting several severe

challenges stemming from the heterogeneity of HINs, such as com-

plex relational hierarchy, potential incompatible semantics and

node-context relational semantics. To address the challenges, in

this paper, we propose a novel heterogeneous graph convolutional

network-based deep learning model, called HGCN, to collectively

categorize the entities in HINs. Our work involves three primary

contributions: i) HGCN not only learns the latent relations from

the relation-sophisticated HINs via multi-layer heterogeneous con-

volutions, but also captures the semantic incompatibility among

relations with properly-learned edge-level filter parameters; ii) to

preserve the fine-grained relational semantics of different-type

nodes, we propose a heterogeneous graph convolution to directly

tackle the original HINs without any in advance transforming the

network from heterogeneity to homogeneity; iii) we perform ex-

tensive experiments using four real-world datasets to validate our

proposed HGCN, the multi-facet results show that our proposed

HGCN can significantly improve the performance of collective

classification compared with the state-of-the-art baseline methods.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Mathematics of computing→Graph algorithms; •Comput-
ing methodologies→ Learning latent representations.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collective classification [9, 25] aiming to collectively categorize

the inter-connected entities in networked data, plays an important

role in the various in-depth analysis tasks [3, 23, 31], such as genre

identification in a movieLens network, social circle learning and

software delay prediction, etc. In the meantime, heterogeneous

information networks (HINs) have received increasing attention in

the past decade due to its capability to represent rich and complex

semantics, from which the latent relations can be inferred to im-

prove the performance of collective classification. However, owing

to the heterogeneity of HINs, collective classification is confronting

several severe challenges, e.g., complex relational hierarchy, poten-

tial incompatible semantics and node-context relational semantics.

Thus, the collective classification is still a challenging topic in HINs

at present.

Previously, most researchers focus on conventional relational

models [16, 17, 20, 21], wherein the relational features depend heav-

ily on the experts’ empiricism by design. Thereby, it is inevitable to

introduce noise/partial relational features, furthermore, these rela-

tions are usually too shallow to learn the complex/deep relational

features. However, many real-world applications involve complex

dependencies among the entities, such as colleague relationships

in bibliographic networks, and so forth. Take the bibliographic net-

work in Fig. 1 as an example. Suppose author A is the co-author of

both author B and author C. If we only consider the co-author rela-

tion, author B and author C should be close to author A in the metric

space. But if we consider the latent relations, such as colleague re-

lation (i.e., two authors sharing similar co-authors) between author
A and author C, author A and author C should be closer to each

other and assigned the same label. As a result, an effective model for

relational data should be able to capture the dependencies among

different entities for collective classification.

Taking the shallow dependencies into account, many graph con-

volution related works [4, 12, 30] have been recently proposed for

deep learning applications. They in essence extended the deep neu-

ral networks to deal with arbitrary graph-structured data and offer

automatic end-to-end feature learning for entities. Unfortunately,

the weakness lies in that these works only tackle homogeneous

networks and learn the simple relational features. They have not yet

been extended into the applications of extracting deep relational fea-

tures in HINs. To solve the above weakness, a few scholars proposed

deep relational feature learning schemes [23, 32, 33] to perform

collective classification in HINs. Nevertheless, these works learned
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Table 1: The comparison between our work and the conventional methods.

Heterogeneous Semantics

Relational Features

None (i.i.d.) Simple Complex

None Conventional learning

models (e.g., SVM and LR)
— —

Coarse-grained
(e.g., relations among one-type nodes)

Graph neural networks

(e.g., GCN[12] and GAT[30])

Simple relational

learning models (e.g., ICA[25] and HCC[14])

Deep relational learning

models (e.g., GraphInception[32])

Fine-grained
(e.g., semantics of different types of edges/nodes and

relations among different-type nodes)

— Heterogeneous information

network embedding methods (e.g. HEER[26])
HGCN (our model)

Figure 1: To improve the performance of collective classifica-
tion, properly extracting the latent relations in HINs is nec-
essary. In the left part of the figure, the solid lines represent
the real links in DBLP network, and the dotted lines denote
the latent relations that exist in the real world but can only
be inferred from the shallow relations.

the deep relational features on the top of multiple homogeneous

networks constructed via a set of meta-paths [28], which often

require users to specify the meta-paths or leverage supervision to

make the meta-path selection. However, a set of meta-paths speci-

fied or selected in this way often only reflects certain aspects of the

HIN. As a result, they are not always capable of transcribing the

rich and complex correlations among entities in HINs comprehen-

sively. Besides, these works discard all intermediate nodes along

the meta-path by only considering two end nodes, which makes

much fine-grained information (e.g., the fine-grained semantics of

different types of nodes) lost, resulting in the over-smoothed rela-

tional features and indistinguishable clusters. In addition, although

the results of HIN embedding methods [5, 6, 8, 26] can be used to

classify the entities with a supervised classifier, they may generate

the similar representations for vertices from different classes due

to the sparsity and noisiness of real-world HINs.

Upon the problematical issues above, we further specify two

severe challenges in HINs toward collective classification:

• The incompatibility among latent relations. As shown in

Fig. 2, a HIN usually involves a multi-relational hierarchy, where the

complex relation, like the colleague relation, can be inferred from

the bottom-up learning using lower-layer relations. In other words,

with the complexity of HINs increasing, the number and depth of

latent relations typically increase to a great extent. However, due to

the potential incompatible semantics among these relations, not all

relations can benefit the collective classification. For example, the

Figure 2: A multi-relational hierarchy in DBLP.

co-author relation can provide finer-grained information while the

co-participant relation may introduce much noise. This is actually

not surprising because a conference usually contains cross-research

areas, which indicates the attendees may have somewhat different

labels; By contrast, the co-authors of one paper are more possible

to focus on the same research topic. Such incompatibility among

relations would degenerate the performance of collective classi-

fication. Hereby, how to correctively model the incompatibility

among sophisticated hierarchical relations in HINs is a challenge

for collective classification.

• The node-context relational semantics. Due to the het-

erogeneity, a HIN often carry immensely rich and complex rela-

tional semantics, such as the different effects of co-participant rela-

tions in collective classification stemming from the finer-grained

professional domains in a conference. In other words, compared

with a cross-research conference, the authors attending a highly-

professional conference may be more possible to have the same

label, namely the conferences (nodes) have differential academic

contexts. Hereby, how to effectively preserve such node-context re-

lational semantics is another challenge for collective classification.

To address the challenges above, in this paper, we propose a novel

heterogeneous graph convolutional network-based deep learning

model, called HGCN, to perform the collective classification task

with finer-grained information on edge and node level. Table 1

compares the difference between our HGCN and other conventional

methods. In consideration of the heterogeneity of HINs, we design

a novel heterogeneous graph inception with the holistic HIN as the

input, which not only balances relational features with different

complexities on the node level but also evaluates the importance

of different edge types on the edge level. By stacking the graph

inceptions, HGCN can further learn the hierarchical relations. In

our work, three main contributions are exhibited as follow:

• We propose to study the problem of collective classification

in HINs based on deep latent relations, which provides an
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appropriate solution to addressing the heterogeneity of HINs

and preserves the rich relational semantics in HINs.

• We propose a heterogeneous graph convolutional network-

based deep learning model to infer fine-grained relational

features on the original HINs, which not only correctly mod-

els the incompatibility among latent relations, but it also

effectively preserves node-context relational semantics.

• We conduct extensive experiments using four real-world

datasets to evaluate the performance of our proposed HGCN.

The experimental results show that our HGCN significantly

outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline methods toward

the collective classification task.

2 PRELIMINARIES
Prior to detailing our HGCN, we first briefly present the definitions

of heterogeneous information network and collective classification.

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Information Network: A hetero-
geneous information network [28] is a special kind of information
network, it can be represented as a directed graph G = (V, E).V is
the set of nodes, including t types of objectsV1 = {v11, ...,v1n1

}, ...,
Vt = {vt1, ...,vtnt }. E ⊆ V × V denotes the set of links between
each two connected nodes inV , it involves multiple types of links.

As shown in Fig. 1, the heterogeneous information network

includes three types of nodes, i.e., author, conference and paper, and
two types of links (i.e., authoredBy and publishedIn).

Collective Classification in HINs. Assume the target-type

nodesV1 = {v11, ...,v1n1
} need to be classified. Then, we employ

X1 = {x11, ...,x1n1
} and Y1 = {Y11, ...,Y1n1

} to represent the set

of features and the set of labels for all nodes in V1 respectively,

with a label variable Y1i ∈ C = {c1, c2, ..., cnc }. The nodes in V1

are divided into a training set L1 and a test setU1. We use YL1
=

{Y1i |v1i ∈ L1} to denote the set of labels of the nodes in the training

set, and likewise we utilize YU1
= {Y1i |v1i ∈ U1} for the test set.

Due to the heterogeneity of HINs, the target-type nodes may not

be correlated directly with each other, such as the nodes in Fig. 1.

Let Si = {s
i
1
, ..., simi

} (1 ≤ mi = |Si | ≤ t ) represent the set of node
types associated withVi . Let N

s
i j ⊆ Vi denote the nodes that are

associated with vi j via the "i −→ s −→ i" relation. Then the task of

collective classification in HINs is to calculate the probabilities of

different labels of one node referring to its content feature and the

labels of other associated nodes with it through the latent relations:

Pr (YU1
|X1,YL1

) ∝
∏

v1i ∈U1

Pr (Y1i |x1i ,YS1 (v1i ) ),

YS1 (v1i ) = {Y1j |v1j ∈ S1 (v1i )}, S1 (v1i ) =
⋃

s ∈S1
N s
1i ,

(1)

where S1 (v1i ) denotes the set of nodes that are associated with v1i
inV1 through the node type s ∈ S1.

3 EFFECT INVESTIGATION ON LATENT
RELATIONS

In this section, we look into the latent relations in terms of incom-

patibility and differential effects caused by different nodes using

real-world data CORA as an example. CORA is a citation network

[19], where papers cite each other that are further associated with

(a) The CDF of the generalized jaccard
coefficients for two pairs of relations

(b) The CDF of the percentage of same-
label neighbors for latent relations
with different nontarget-type nodes

Figure 3: Effect investigation on latent relations. The left (a)
interprets the incompatibility among latent relations; the
right (b) illuminates the different-level effects to latent re-
lations with specific nontarget-type nodes.

nodes of other attribute types. Specifically, we regard papers as

target-type nodes with the categories of papers as labels.

First, we evaluate the incompatibility among latent relations.

Since the measurable incompatibility in a HIN arises from the co-

existence of multiple relations, we dive down to the minimal case

that involves two different relations r1 and r2. To quantify the

incompatibility for this minimal case, we use the widely used gen-

eralized Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity between the

same-label node groups reachable from a given node with label c
via the two relations. Specifically, given node v1i with label c , the
Jaccard coefficient for relations r1 and r2 is given by J (u1i |r1, r2) :=∑

Y
1j =c min{l (v1i ,v1j |r1 ),l (v1i ,v1j |r2 ) }∑

Y
1j =c max{l (v1i ,v1j |r1 ),l (v1i ,v1j |r2 ) }

, where l (v1i ,v1j |r ) is the reach-

ability between v1i and v1j via the relation r . Generalized Jaccard

coefficient has a range of [0, 1], and greater value implies more

similarity, or equivalently, less incompatibility. As an example, we

consider three latent relations, i.e., cite relation (Paper-Paper), au-

thorship (Paper-Author-Paper) and term usage (Paper-Term-Paper),

and two pairs of relations, i.e., cite relation vs. authorship, cite

relation vs. term usage. Thus, the reachability l (v1i ,v1j |r ) can be

defined as Ai, :
1∗
(Aj, :

1∗
)⊤, where A1∗ is the adjacency matrix between

V1 andV∗. We illustrate the distributions over Jaccard coefficient

using cumulative distribution function (CDF) for each of the two

pairs of relations in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen that over 80% of nodes

have a generalized Jaccard coefficient smaller than 5e−4 between
cite relation and term usage, while less than 40% of nodes fall in

the same category when it comes to cite relation vs. authorship.

In other words, we observe more incompatibility between cite re-

lation and term usage than between cite relation and authorship,

demonstrating that if we consider two incompatible latent relations

for a given node, they will introduce many noise neighbors with

diverse labels and confuse the classifier; On the contrary, if we have

two similar latent relations, they may complement each other and

improve the classification performance. With the presence of such

incompatibility among latent relations, we would expect a deep

relation learning algorithm tailored for collective classification in

HINs to be able to capture this semantic subtlety among latent

relations. In fact, by inferring the latent relations using each type of

edges independently and then integrating these relational features

via the common nodes connecting different types of edges, the

model could assign suitable weights to different types of edges in a
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supervised manner and make the embeddings become more similar

between the same-label nodes.

Second, we further inspect the differential effects to latent re-

lations caused by different nontarget-type nodes. We select term

usage relation as the example, and then calculate the percentage

of same-label neighbors in all immediate neighbors N
ui
v1i which

are connected via a specific term ui for a given node v1i . The
percentage of same-label neighbors is denoted as P (v1i |ui ) :=

1

|N
u
1

v
1i |

∑
v1j ∈N

ui
v
1i
1{Y1i = Y1j }. The percentage of same-label neigh-

bors has a range of [0, 1], and greater value implies the better effect

of the latent relation with one specific term to reflect the distribu-

tion of same-label nodes. As shown in Fig. 3(b), we randomly sample

two specific terms, i.e., a high-degree term uh and a low-degree

term ul , to show their distributions over the various percentages of

same-label neighbors using CDF. As a comparison, we calculate the

same metric over all the terms to highlight the effect of both uh and

ul . It can be seen that 100% of nodes have a percentage of same-label

neighbors smaller than 10% with uh , while 82% and 28% of nodes

fall in the same category when it comes to the cases with all related

terms and ul respectively. In other words, a well-chosen term can

help categorize the target node based on the labels of associated

nodes; otherwise, it would confuse the classifier due to introducing

the noise neighbors. With the presence of such node-level relational

semantics in HINs due to the heterogeneity, we would expect the

deep relation learning algorithm is able to capture this semantic

subtlety from the different types of nodes. Therefore, by designing

a heterogeneous graph convolutional network and tackling the

original HIN directly, the filter parameters of our model could be

learned to differentiate distinct neighbors.

4 THE PROPOSED APPROACH: HGCN
4.1 Overall Framework
Fig. 4 exhibits the architecture for the collective classification exe-

cution in HINs. For a target-type node, the model works in three

steps: i) employ a heterogeneous graph convolution to aggregate

the features of its K-order neighbors in each adjacency matrix,

which is constructed by the one-type edges; ii) in each graph incep-

tion layer, collect all the features for the given node from different

adjacency matrices, subsequently integrate the features as the input

for the next layer; iii) select appropriate features for the given node

from different-order and different-type neighbors by minimizing

the cross-entropy between the predicted label and real label.

4.2 Heterogeneous Graph Convolution
In this subsection, we extend the traditional graph convolutional

model [12] from homogeneous networks into heterogeneous net-

works, in this way, the model can refine the relational features based

on the nontarget-type nodes. The convolution on a homogeneous

network Ghomo can be defined as the multiplication of a feature

vector X ∈ Rn×dv with a filter дθ on a symmetrically normalized

adjacency matrix P = D−
1

2AD−
1

2 , where D is the diagonal matrix

of degree of A, in the Fourier domain:

дθ ⊗Ghomo X = дθ (PX ) = дθ (UΛU⊤)X

= Uдθ (Λ)U
⊤X = U (

∑K

k=1
θkΛ

k )U⊤X =
∑K

k=1
θkP

kX ,
(2)

whereU is the eigenvector matrix of P , Λ is the diagnal matrix of

eigenvalues of P and ⊗ denotes the convolution operation.

Now, we extend Formula (2) into HINs. Considering the diversity

among different types of nodes, we firstly convert a HING to multi-

ple subnetworksG ′ = {Gi, j |i, j ∈ {1, ..., t }}, where each subnetwork
Gi, j represents an adjacency matrix Ai, j for one particular type of

edges with two types of nodesVi andVj . Given the symmetry of

adjacency matrix, we then divide each adjacency matrix into two

directed adjacency matrices, and execute convolution operation

on them respectively. Specifically, we define the adjacency matrix

Ai, j ∈ R
(ni+nj )×(ni+nj )

and normalized adjacency matrix Pi, j as:

Ai, j =



0 Ai j

Aji 0


Pi, j =



0 Pi j

Pji 0


, (3)

where Ai j ∈ R
ni×nj

denotes the directed links fromVj toVi and

Pi j = D
− 1

2

i Ai jD
− 1

2

j . Note that Pji = P⊤i j due toAi j = A⊤ji . Addition-

ally, if there exists one type of edges which connects two same-type

nodes, we regard the two nodes as different types. Namely, when

i = j, we construct Ai j as an unsymmetrical matrix (i.e., Ai j = A⊤ji
but Ai j , Aji ). Then, given a subnetwork Gi, j with two types of

nodesVi andVj , we can vary the Formula (2) as

дΘ ⊗Gi, j Xi, j =
∑K

k=1
Pki, jXi, j ⊙ Θi, j

k

=
∑K

k=1
Pki, j



Xi

Xj


⊙



Θi j
k

Θji
k


=
*.
,

дΘ ⊗Gi j Xi, j

дΘ ⊗G ji Xi, j

+/
-

with дΘ ⊗Gi j Xi, j =
∑ ⌊ K

2
⌋

k=1
(Pi jPji )

kXiΘ
i j
2k

+
∑ ⌈ K

2
⌉

k=1
Pi j (PjiPi j )

k−1XjΘ
i j
2k−1 ,

(4)

where Θi j
k ∈ R

dv×F
is a matrix of filter parameters and ⊙ denotes

the Hadamard product. дΘ ⊗Gi j Xi, j represents the aggregation

procedure of features fromVj toVi . Specifically, (Pi jPji )kXi ag-
gregates the features from the nodes vi∗ ∈ Vi that are at maxi-

mum k + 1 steps away from the target node vio ∈ Vi . Likewise,

Pi j (PjiPi j )k−1Xj aggregates the features from the nodes vj∗ ∈ Vj
that are at maximum k steps away from the target node vio . In

Formula (4), Θi j
k , (Θji

k )⊤, which indicates that we use different

convolutional filters for different aggregation procedures on each

subnetwork. This is because different node types contain differ-

ent semantics, it is naturally inadequate to use one filter for all

node types, and using different convolutional filters is beneficial to

preserve the semantics of nodes belonging to different types.

Given Si = {s
i
1
, ..., simi

}, the set of node types associated with

Vi , we can infer the relational features from a HIN as:

Hi = r (дΘ ⊗Gisi
1

Xi,s i
1

, ...,дΘ ⊗Gisimi
Xi,s imi

),
(5)

where r (x ) = (r (x1), ..., r (xn )) is an activation function. Besides,

in order to learn the differential magnitudes among nontarget-type

nodes, we except the features of nontarget-type nodes could capture

the local distribution of labels of target-type nodes. We thus use

different activation functions to differentially learn the aggregated

features. Empirically, we use Relu function r1 (xi ) =max (0,xi ) on
V1, and Sigmoid function r2 (xi ) = [1 + exp (−xi )]

−1
onVi (i , 1).
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Figure 4: The overall framework of our HGCN. The left part of gray dotted line depicts the procedure of straight manipulation
for the HIN, and the right part of gray dotted line illuminates the graph inception module.

4.3 Deep Learning on Relational Features
A HIN usually involves a multi-relational hierarchy, however, For-

mula (5) only captures the latent relations in each subnetwork indi-

vidually. In other words, it neither handles the complex interactions

among different types of nodes, nor captures the incompatibility

among latent relations in different subnetworks. In Fig. 4, inspired

by works [29, 32], we design a relational feature learning approach

based on the inception module to generate deep relational features

from an existing multi-relational hierarchy through multi-layer

convolutions. For instance, given one-type nodes Vi , as well as

the type nodesVj associated withVi , we take two convolutional

kernels for each subnetwork on every layer and set the kernel sizes

as 1 and 2 respectively. Then the basic module in the lth layer can

be defined as:

Cl1
i j = Pi j ˆH

l0
j Θi j

l1 Cl2
i j = Pi j ˆH

l0
j Θi j

l1′ + Pi j
ˆH l1
j Θi j

l2 , (6)

where lk denotes the k-order kernel of the lth layer, and
ˆH
l (k−1)
j

denotes the feature aggregation procedure across different subnet-

works. Specifically, to integrate the features coming from different

types of edges and capture the incompatibility in these features,

we denote the k-order feature aggregation procedure across sub-

networks at the lth layer as a weighted sum of candidate features

obtained by a linear projection of concatenated features with train-

able weight matricesW lk
i ∈ R

(mi F )×F
. In this way, the model can

learn to weigh the features coming from different types of edges

under the supervision of groundtruth. Namely,

ˆH lk
i = r1 (

∑
j ∈Si

Pi j ˆH
l (k−1)
j W lk

i j ) = r1 ((
���
���

j ∈Si

Pi j ˆH
l (k−1)
j )W lk

i )

with
ˆH l0
j = σ (H l−1

j ), W 1k
i ∈ R(midv )×dv ,

(7)

where H0

j = (Xj ) ∈ R
1×nj×dv

, and σ (·) is a 1 × 1 convolution that

implements the soft relational feature selection for the previous

layer’s output by calculating a weighted sum of candidate relational

features with a trainable weight matrix. Note that, when mi =

|Si | = 1, we have
ˆH lk
i = Pi j ˆH

l (k−1)
j . To reduce the number of

parameters, we replaceCl2
i j asC

l2
i j = Pi j ˆH l1

j Θi j
l2. Then for one-type

nodesVi , we have the relational features at the lth layer:

H l
i = r (C

l1
is i

1

,Cl2
is i

1

, ...,Cl1
is imi
,Cl2

is imi
). (8)

4.4 Collective Classification in HINs
On the basis of deep relational feature learning for all nodes in

V1, we infer the label Y1i ∈ YU1
for the node v1i ∈ U1 through a

softmax layer with relational feature HT
1i and content feature x1i :

Pr (Y1i = c |YS1 (v1i ) ,x1i ) = so f tmax (Wc [H
T
1i | |x1i ] + bc ), (9)

whereWc ∈ R
2 |S1 | ·F+dv

is weight matrices and bc is a bias, [∗||∗]

denotes the concatenating operation, c ∈ C indicates the label of

target-type nodes, and T denotes the top layer of model.

In HINs, the properties of various nodes may have different

dimensions and semantics. Additionally, the existing collective clas-

sification methods [32] have confirmed that there is only little

association between the labels of target-type nodes and the content

features of neighbors. Therefore, we use one-hot codes of the labels

of target-type nodes as the features Z, where Zi ∈ R
ni×|C |

, to

replace X and 0 to initialize the features of nontarget-type nodes

and the test nodes inU1. In this way, our model can capture the

relational features that are more related with a particular label.

On the other hand, using the labels as features would benefit for

nontarget-type nodes to learn the local distribution ofV1. However,

it means that we need stack more layers to produce smoother fea-

tures due to the sparse ofZ, which will introduce more parameters

and lead to severe overfitting when the label rate is small. Thus,

we extend the model with a label propagation layer to initialize

the nodes’ features. Generally, given one-type nodesVi , the label

propagation operation is defined as the sum of label vectors of its

K̂-order neighbors:

ZK̂
i =
∑K̂

k=1
ˆZk
i =
∑K̂

k=1

∑
j ∈Si

Ai j ˆZ
k−1
j , (10)

where
ˆZ0

1
= Z1 and

ˆZ0

j ∈{2, ...,t } = 0. Note that, to promise the

nodes in L1 have correct labels, we keep the labels of L1 constant.

In summary, compared with other works [23, 32], our HGCN has

three perspectives of strengths: i) It can directly tackle the original
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Table 2: Statistics of datasets

Datasets #Nodes #Edges #Node/Edge types #Labels

DBLP 28,871 244,079 3/2 4

IMDB 40,749 65,563 4/2 24

CORA 44,357 125,101 2/2 43

SLAP 266,635 543,909 5/6 10

HINs without any extra in advance transformation from hetero-

geneity to homogeneity, which is better to preserve and exploit

the rich and fine-grained relational semantics of HINs; ii) It can en-

hance the ability of the model to extract and balance the relational

features; iii) It can significantly reduce the required parameters

using label propagation layers.

4.5 Computational Complexity
In our HGCN, the computational complexity mainly depends on

two parts: convolution operation and aggregation operation. The

former’s computational overhead is O (K · C · F · T · |E |), where
K ·C · F · |E | represents the time cost of Formula (4) in each layer,C
denotes the dimension of the input features, and F stands for the hid-

den dimension of convolutional filters. The latter’s computational

overhead is O ( |G ′ | ·K · F 2 ·T · |V |), where |G ′ | ·K · F 2 · |V | repre-
sents the time cost of Formula (7) in each layer and |G ′ | indicates
the number of subnetworks. Thereby, the total time complexity is

O (K ·C · F ·T · |E |+ |G ′ | ·K · F 2 ·T · |V |). As PjiXi can be efficiently

implemented as a product of a sparse matrix with a dense matrix,

andK ,C , F ,T ≪ |E| as well as |G ′ |,K , F 2,T ≪ |V|, the complexity

of our HGCN is linear to the numbers of graph nodes and edges.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Experiment Design
5.1.1 Data Description. To validate efficiency of our proposed

HGCN, we compare HGCN with other baseline methods using

four real-world datasets, i.e. DBLP, IMDB, CORA and SLAP. For

DBLP [11], a bibliographic information network with three types

of nodes (i.e., author, paper and conference) and two types of links,

we regard author as target-type node with the research areas of

authors as labels. For IMDB [23], a movieLens dataset with four

types of nodes (i.e., movie, director, actor and actress) and two types
of links, we regard it as a multi-label dataset since one movie may

have a set of genres. For CORA [19], a typical paper citation net-

work with two types of nodes (i.e., paper and author) and two types
of links, we regard paper as target-type node with the categories of

papers as labels. For SLAP [2], a bioinformatic dataset, we extract

five types of nodes (i.e., gene, chemical compound, pathway, tissue
and disease) to construct the network schema, and regard gene as
target-type node with the gene families that genes belong to as

labels. The main statistics of four datasets are shown in Table 2 (See

Section A.1 in supplement for detail of these datasets).

5.1.2 Baseline Methods. We use eleven baselines including conven-

tional learning model Logistic Regression (LR for short), deep

learning model HighwayNet [27], heterogeneous graph embed-

ding methodsMetapath2vec [5] andHEER [26], graph neural net-

work models GCN [12] and GAT [30], conventional collective clas-

sificationmodel ICA [25], as well as heterogeneous graph collective

classification models HCC [14], StackedLearning [3], CLN [23]

and GraphInception [32]. Here, we denote our HGCN with label

propagation layers as HGCNlp (see Section A.2 in supplement for

detailed descriptions of these baseline methods).

Implementation. Working details, including hyperparameter

settings, will be discussed in Section A.4 in supplement.

5.2 Multi-class Classification
As shown in Table 3, we firstly evaluate the effectiveness of HGCN

in comparison with the baselines on three multi-class classification

tasks, namely predict the research areas for authors in DBLP, the

gene families for genes in SLAP and the categories for papers in

CORA. The evaluation metrics are accuracy and macro F1-score.
•Deep relational features significantly improve the classi-

fication performance. Our method achieves the best performance

compared with all the baselines, which demonstrates the effective-

ness of the proposed method. Specifically, the heterogeneous graph

collective classification models usually outperform the methods

(e.g., ICA) which only use a single relation, it supports that the

heterogeneous dependencies between nodes can improve classifica-

tion performance. Then, compared with HCC and StackedLearning

which only use the shallow relations, the results show that the in-

ferred deep relational features from HINs can significantly improve

classification performance, i.e., improved by 12%. For Metapath2vec

and HEER, they only perform well in DBLP. The reason lies in that

when the distribution of nodes for each class (e.g., SLAP) is discrete,

the network structure-based embeddings will get a worse effect

due to the local similarity. A similar conclusion can be obtained

based on the results of HGCN and HGCNlp , namely, HGCNlp can

achieve better performance through the label propagation layers

due to the dense distribution of nodes for each class. Compared

to Metapath2vec and HEER, our HGCN improves by 13% at least,

implying the deep relational features perform better to capture the

distribution of nodes when the borders among classes are indis-

tinguishable. As a sanity check, both results of LR and CLN help

rule out the possibility that HGCN only relies on the quality of

content features to archive better results rather than actually im-

proves collective classification. The results further consolidate the

effectiveness of deep relational features in collective classification.

• Modeling incompatibility among latent relations bene-
fits the classificationperformance. As shown in Table 3, GraphIn-
ception does not always outperform the shallow relation-based

baselines (i.e., StackedLearning and HCC) especially in SLAP. We

interpret this result by that SLAP has much more edge types than

other datasets, implying it has more incompatible latent relations,

the simple concatenation adopted by GraphInception cannot model

the incompatibility among latent relations and may not be enough

to bring in significant performance boost. A similar conclusion can

be obtained by the observation that GraphInception performs worse

than HCC and StackedLearning in DBLP, namely, GraphInception

is misled by the mixed information with diverse labels introduced

by the incompatibility among latent relations. In contrast, armed

with filter parameters fine-grained to the edge level, our HGCN

can outperform GraphInception by a clear margin even in SLAP.

• Exploiting heterogeneity helps improve the classifica-
tion performance. As a comparison with GraphInception, which
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Table 3: Multi-Class/Label Classification performance comparison.

Methods
DBLP SLAP CORA IMDB

Accuracy ↑ macro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ macro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ macro F1 ↑ micro F1 ↑ Hamming loss ↓ 0/1 loss ↓

LR 0.6335 0.6325 0.7008 0.5371 0.3676 0.2564 0.4864 0.2081 0.9921

Metapath2vec+LR 0.9240 0.9192 0.5402 0.1871 0.3943 0.2184 0.2819 0.5737 1.0

HEER+LR 0.9365 0.9312 0.6610 0.4525 0.5944 0.4295 0.2829 0.5803 1.0

GCN 0.5438 0.5254 0.7301 0.5789 0.3622 0.2597 0.4343 0.2381 0.9999

GAT 0.6629 0.5445 0.7156 0.3034 0.4043 0.1217 0.2522 0.6467 1.0

HighwayNet 0.6628 0.6620 0.4561 0.2162 0.3359 0.1893 0.3701 0.3585 1.0

ICA 0.7310 0.7288 0.7368 0.5955 0.5557 0.4830 0.4992 0.1989 0.9909

HCC 0.8239 0.8182 0.7271 0.5532 0.5787 0.4951 0.4670 0.2293 0.9826

StackedLearning 0.8220 0.8170 0.8086 0.6004 0.5456 0.4239 0.4768 0.1944 0.9842

CLN 0.6230 0.6141 0.3401 0.0619 0.2757 0.1201 0.3821 0.2395 0.9996

GraphInception 0.8007 0.7723 0.8008 0.6269 0.5955 0.4761 0.5427 0.1220 0.9298

HGCNlp 0.9447 0.9401 0.8434 0.6716 0.6697 0.5697 0.5635 0.1049 0.9005
HGCN 0.9343 0.9295 0.8458 0.6447 0.6751 0.5827 0.5531 0.1094 0.9024

discards all intermediate nodes along the meta-path by only con-

sidering two end nodes, the results help illustrate that HGCN not

only infers the deep relational features but also captures the fine-

grained semantics of different types of nodes. From Table 2, it can

be observed that by coupling with the heterogeneous convolution

operation and exploiting the node-context relational semantics,

the performance of collective classification can be improved, e.g.,

our HGCN has an improvement by 13% compared to GraphIncep-

tion in CORA. This observation further consolidates the necessity

of exploiting the heterogeneity of HINs in performing collective

classification in HINs.

5.3 Multi-label Classification
Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of our HGCN with a multi-label

classification task using IMDB. The results are reported in Table 3.

The evaluation metrics contain micro F1-score, hamming loss and
subset 0/1 loss. From Table 3, similar conclusions to multi-class clas-

sification task can be drawn, our HGCN consistently outperforms

the baselines with statistical significance and achieves 2% ∼ 30%

improvement compared to other baselines. It is also worth not-

ing that our performance margins over the best baseline become

smaller on IMDB compared to other datasets, since in IMDB the

low correlation among the genres of one movie narrows the gaps.

5.4 Visualization Verification
To clearly understand the learned latent relational features by our

proposed HGCN, we use t-SNE [24] to visualize the outputs of

hidden layer trained on DBLP. We compare the visualization re-

sults with other heterogeneous dependency methods, including:

StackedLearning, HCC and GraphInception. The experimental re-

sults are visualized in Fig. 5, wherein the color denotes the research

area class of authors. We can find that our HGCN can explicitly

gather the same class of nodes together, and effectively split dif-

ferent classes of nodes. Compared to other methods, our HGCN

achieves much clearer separations for different classes of nodes.

Oppositely, GraphInception suffers from the noise links to a large ex-

tent; HCC and StackedLearning perform a litter better thanGraphIn-

ception. Through the visualization results, we can unveil that: i) the

valuable information inferred by deep relational feature learning ap-

proach is beneficial to the performance; ii) modeling incompatibility

among latent relations and capturing the node-context relational

semantics can help improve the performance.

Figure 5: The visualization of hidden layer outputs onDBLP.

5.5 Model Analysis
Next, we perform a series of analysis to better understand the

effectiveness, robustness and hyperparameter choices of HGCN.

Effectiveness. To verify the effectiveness in the facet of relation

extraction, we utilize GraphInception to extract relational features

on the condition of predefined shallow relations using SLAP dataset.

Specifically, we first set T = 1 and K = 2, in such case, GraphIn-

ception cannot learn the deep relational features but balance the

predefined shallow relations (i.e., the meta-paths in Table 6 in sup-

plement A.3). As shown in Fig. 6, we can find that our HGCN

has better performance on the accuracy and macro F1-score, i.e.

84.3% and 67.2%, it improves 4.5% in accuracy and 4.2% in F1-score

than GraphInception. This completely indicates that our HGCN

can extract the latent relations and balance the mixed relations

automatically.

Robustness. Besides, we validate the robustness of our HGCN
in the case that there exist many noise relations caused by increas-

ing the inception layers. The experimental results are shown in

Fig. 7, our HGCN can efficiently choose the appropriate relations

from the noise-relation-mixed environment by arming with filter

parameters fine-grained to the edge level. On the contrary, GraphIn-

ception performs poorly with the increasing inception layers, due
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Figure 6: Efficiency evaluation on SLAPwithT = 1 andK = 2.

Figure 7: Robustness evaluation on SLAP.

to the over-smoothing of features resulted by adding convolution

operations. Overall, the accuracy of GraphInception declines by

24.3% than that of our HGCN when the depth of inception layer is

4, and the F1-score of GraphInception decreases by 23.5% likewise.

Parameter Sensitivity. There exist three essential hyperparam-

eters in our HGCN, i.e., the convolutional kernel sizeK , the order of
label propagation K̂ and the number of inception layers T . To test

the stability of the performance, we study different values of these

hyperparameters on all datasets. During the experiments, we hold

one of the three hyperparameters constant while testing the other

two hyperparameters. In addition, in order to test the performance

of different training ratios tr , we change the tr from 0.1 to 0.8.

Given CORA and IMDB hold the similar trend that they are

stable with different combinations of the three hyperparameters,

we ignore them in this section. The experimental results of DBLP

and SLAP are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) demonstrate that the

results under different values ofK andT . For DBLP dataset, as theT
andK increase, we can get better results through studying the more

complex relational features. On the contrary, as T and K increase,

we get worse results on SLAP dataset due to introducing noise

relations to the model. Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) demonstrate the results

under different values of K and K̂ , from which we can observe

that the datasets except for DBLP are not sensitive to the orders of

label propagation. This is because the label distribution in DBLP

is more concentrated than other datasets. In addition, the results

interpret that adding label propagation layers does not influence the

effectiveness of HGCN. Fig. 8(e) and 8(f) exhibit different values of K̂
and T , from the results we can observe that with label propagation

layers HGCN can get an appropriate results whenT is small, which

could reduce the number of parameters and computation cost.

The experimental results with different training ratios are shown

in Table 4. We can find that our methods have the best performance

on the accuracy and macro F1-score under all training ratios. Even

though the tr decreases from 0.8 to 0.1, our HGCN can keep an

appropriate performance with 23% loss of accuracy at most, with

comparisons of 34% ∼ 68% loss of accuracy at most in other base-

lines. Hereby, we conclude that the relational features extracted

Figure 8: The performances of different parameter combina-
tions. (a)∼(b) exhibit the performance with different K and
T . (c)∼(d) describe the performance with different K and K̂ .
(e)∼(f) indicate the performance with different T and K̂ .

by our HGCN from training sets are more effective and robust

compared to other baselines.

6 RELATEDWORK
Collective Classification in HINs. The collective classification
problem [16, 18] has attracted wide attention in various HINs at

present. For example, Ji [10] had solved a specialized classification

scenario in HINs, namely different types of nodes share a same set

of label concepts. Kong et al. [13, 14] used predefined meta-paths

to firstly convert a holistic HIN into multi-homogeneous networks,

then predicted the label of one-type nodes in HINs through estab-

lishing probability model. Choetkiertikul et al. [3] extended the

stacked model into multi-relational networks consisting of only

one-type nodes but multi-type links. However, these methods only

take into account the shallow relations of HINs. Differently, in this

paper we infer the complex/deep latent relations through perform-

ing multi-layer heterogeneous graph convolutions.

Graph Convolutional Network. As one category of graph

neural networks, graph convolutional network generally falls into

two classifications: spectral domain and non-spectral domain. Spec-

tral approaches work with a spectral representation of the graphs.

Joan Bruna et al. [1] extended convolution to general graphs by

finding the corresponding Fourier basis. Kipf et al. [12] proposed

a spectral approach, named Graph Convolutional Network, it was

designed via a localized first-order approximation of spectral graph

convolutions. Non-spectral approaches [7] defined convolutions
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Table 4: Classification performance with different training ratios.

Methods

DBLP CORA

tr = 0.1 tr = 0.2 tr = 0.4 tr = 0.8 tr = 0.1 tr = 0.2 tr = 0.4 tr = 0.8

Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

ICA 0.5466 0.5475 0.6147 0.6074 0.6583 0.6537 0.7310 0.7288 0.2837 0.2072 0.3624 0.2789 0.4585 0.3786 0.5557 0.4830

HighwayNet 0.5282 0.5078 0.5807 0.5780 0.6368 0.6400 0.6628 0.6620 0.2223 0.1440 0.3029 0.1967 0.3268 0.1916 0.3359 0.1893

HCC 0.6386 0.6324 0.7076 0.7033 0.7480 0.7453 0.8239 0.8182 0.3017 0.2203 0.3869 0.2951 0.4890 0.4018 0.5787 0.4951

StackedLearning 0.6731 0.6684 0.7038 0.7010 0.7736 0.7689 0.8220 0.8170 0.2858 0.1912 0.3700 0.2475 0.4640 0.3180 0.5456 0.4239

GraphInception 0.2443 0.0981 0.3030 0.1989 0.6114 0.6085 0.8007 0.7723 0.3813 0.2881 0.4700 0.3606 0.5366 0.4246 0.5955 0.4761

HGCNlp 0.8134 0.8044 0.8960 0.8876 0.9287 0.9228 0.9447 0.9401 0.4554 0.4059 0.5704 0.5304 0.6155 0.5509 0.6697 0.5697

HGCN 0.7498 0.7431 0.8477 0.8418 0.9253 0.9196 0.9343 0.9295 0.5165 0.4419 0.5870 0.5336 0.6279 0.5868 0.6751 0.5827

directly on the graph, operating on groups of spatially close neigh-

bors. To explore deep relational features for the collective classifica-

tion problem, Moore [22] proposed a semi-supervised classification

method based on RNN. However, all above only focused on homo-

geneous networks. Pham [23] proposed a collective classification

method on multi-relational networks based on stacked model [15]

and highway networks [27]. Zhang et al. [32] proposed a method

based on graph inception to solve collective classification in multi-

channel networks. Unfortunately, these works learned the deep

relational features on top of a set of meta-paths, which makes much

fine-grained information lost. Differently, our HGCN aims at solv-

ing the heterogeneity of HINs directly to preserve rich semantics.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented our heterogeneous graph convolu-

tional network-based deep learning model HGCN for the collective

classification task for diverse HINs. Three primary contributions

are presented in this paper: i) we propose a deep relational feature

learning approach to perform the collective classification, which not

only infers the latent relational features from the multi-relational

hierarchy but also captures the incompatibility among latent re-

lations; ii) our proposed HGCN achieves the direct manipulation

on HINs, in this way, the node-context relational features can be

preserved completely; iii) Extensive experiments using four real-

world datasets validate the efficiency of our HGCN for the collective

classification task in HINs. As the first attempt, our work provides

an appropriate solution to addressing the heterogeneity problem of

HINs toward collective classification.
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A SUPPLEMENT
A.1 Dataset Description
To validate efficiency of our proposed HGCN, we compare with

other baseline methods using four real-world datasets, i.e., DBLP
1
,

IMDB
2
, CORA and SLAP. The followings describe the four datasets,

and their schemas are described in Fig. 9.

DBLP Dataset. DBLP dataset [11] is a bibliographic informa-

tion network with three types of nodes, i.e., conference, paper and

author, and two types of links, i.e., authoredBy link and publishedIn

link. In our experiments, we regard authors as target-type nodes

and authors’ research areas as labels.We also extract a bag-of-words

representation of all the paper titles published by the author as con-

tent feature, which includes 209 words (terms). The DBLP schema

is shown in Fig. 9(a).

IMDB Dataset. IMDB dataset [23] is a movieLens dataset, it

involves four types of nodes, i.e., movie, director, actor and actress,

and the nodes are connected by two types of links, i.e., directedBy

link and participatedBy link. In our experiments, we regard movies

as the target-type nodes and their genres as labels. Note that one

movie may have a set of genres, thus IMDB dataset is a multi-label

dataset. We extract a bag-of-words vector of all the plot summary

about the movie as content feature, which includes 1000 words. The

IMDB schema is shown in Fig. 9(b).

CORA Dataset. CORA dataset [19] is a typical paper citation

network with two types of nodes, i.e., paper and author, and two

types of links, i.e., authoredBy link and citedBy link. In our experi-

ments, we regard papers as target-type nodes and papers’ categories

as labels. We extract a bag-of-words representation of all the paper

titles as content feature for each paper node, which includes 300

words (terms). The CORA schema is shown in Fig. 9(c).

SLAP Dataset. SLAP dataset [2] is a bioinformatic dataset, it

involves ten types of nodes and ten types of links. As showed in

Fig. 9(d), we in this paper extract five types of nodes to construct

the network schema, and regard genes as target-type nodes. Each

gene can belong to one of the gene families. In our experiments,

we extract 10 gene families as the labels and use 200 gene ontology

terms (GO terms) as the content feature for each gene node.

A.2 Baseline Description
To comprehensively demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed

HGCN, we compare HGCN to other eight representative baseline

methods and another two typical representation learning methods

(summarized in Table 5).

• LR. Logistic Regression with content features.

• HighwayNet[27]. A neural network model which conducts

the information flow through a gatingmechanism-controlled

layer.

• Metapath2vec[5]. A randomwalk-based representation learn-

ing method for heterogeneous networks.

• HEER[26]. A representation learning method for heteroge-

neous networks, it embeds HINs via edge representations.

• GCN[12]. A graph convolution-based semi-supervised clas-

sification algorithm for homogeneous networks.

1
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/

2
http://www.imdb.com

Table 5: Summary of methods

Algorithms Self attr Neigh labels Deep nets HINs

LR ⋆
Metapath2vec+LR ⋆

HEER+LR ⋆

GCN ⋆ ⋆
GAT ⋆ ⋆

HighwayNet ⋆ ⋆
ICA ⋆ ⋆

HCC ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
StackedLearning ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

CLN ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
GraphInception ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

HGCN ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
HGCNlp ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Table 6: Meta-paths for each datasets.

Datasets Notation Meta path

DBLP
APA Author

write
−→ Paper

write−1
−→ Author

APCPA Author

write
−→ Paper

in
−→ Conference

in−1
−→ Paper

write−1
−→ Author

SLAP

GCG Gene

bind−1
−→ Chemical Compound

bind
−→ Gene

GDG Gene

cause
−→ Disease

cause−1
−→ Gene

GG Gene

PP I
−→ Gene

GPG Gene

has
−→ Pathway

has−1
−→ Gene

GTG Gene

has
−→ Tissue

has−1
−→ Gene

GDCDG Gene

cause
−→ Disease

tr eat−1
−→ Chemical Compound

tr eat
−→ Disease

cause−1
−→ Gene

IMDB

MDM Movie

direct−1
−→ Director

direct
−→ Movie

MAM Movie

in−1
−→ Actress

in
−→Movie

MFM Movie

in−1
−→ Actor

in
−→Movie

CORA
PP Paper

cite
−→ Paper

PAP Paper

write−1
−→ Author

write
−→ Paper

• GAT[30]. A graph convolution-based classification algo-

rithm with attention mechanism for homogeneous networks.

• ICA[25]. A basic collective classification method for the

homogeneous networks.

• HCC[14]. A collective classification approach for HINs, this

method captures the relational features through studying

the multi-meta-path dependencies.

• StackedLearning[3]. Amulti-step learning procedure-based

collective classification for heterogeneous networks.

• CLN[23]. A deep feedforward network for collective classi-

fication in multi-relational domains. It also implements the

highway layer into the model.

• GraphInception[32]. A graph inception-based method, it

solves the deep collective classification for HINs.

• HGCNlp . Our HGCN with label propagation layers.

A.3 Meta-path for Each Datasets
Note that all the baseline methods/models except our HGCN and

HEER cannot tackle HINs directly, they all need to transform a
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Figure 9: The schemas of DBLP, IMDB, SLAP and CORA datasets.

holistic HIN into multi-homogeneous networks through the meta-

path extraction. In this paper, we use the breadth-first search means

[14] to construct meta-path with the constraint that its maximum

length is fixed, here we might as well set it as 4. For each dataset,

the corresponding meta-paths are depicted in Table 6.

A.4 Parameter Settings
We implement our experiments using Python library Tensorflow.

All the experimental results are conducted on a Linux server with

CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2609). We release the source code of HGCN at

https://github.com/huazai1992/HGCN.

Suggested by [32], we use RMSprop with a learning rate of 0.01

to train all baseline models, and our HGCN is optimized using

RMSprop with a learning rate of 0.004. Then, the hidden dimension

of all neural models except GAT is set as 4 times the dimension of

features, i.e. F = 4 × |C |. For GAT, we use 8 attention heads with

each head containing 8 features, i.e. a total of 64 hidden units as

suggested by the authors. The other settings of baselines are tuned

to be optimal. Specifically, we set the number of stacked layers

for stacked models as 5, on which the stacked models can get best

performance [32]. For HighwayNet and CLN, we share parameters

for each layer. For graph convolution-based methods (i.e., GCN

and GAT), we set the number of layers as two. For GraphInception,

we search for the number of inceptions from 1 to 4 and the kernel

size from 1 to 4, and choose the optimal combination for each

dataset. For hyperparameters tuning of ourHGCN,we search for the

number of inception layersT ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the convolutional kernel
size K ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and the order of label propagation K̂ ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Besides, we train the model for a fixed number of epochs on four

datasets (750 on CORA and IMDB, 400 on DBLP, as well as 200 on

SLAP). In our experiments, 5-fold cross validation is used and the

final result is denoted as the on-average value of 10 runs.

For two representation learning methods, we choose Logistic

Regression as the classifier and use the default settings. Specifically,

for Metapath2vec, we set the number of walks per node as 1000, the

walk length as 100, and the window size as 5, then we respectively

choose one meta-path in four datasets to generate the embeddings,

i.e., APCPA in DBLP, GG in SLAP,MDM in IMDB and PAP in CORA.

For HEER, we use the results of LINE with the 2nd-order proximity

to initialize the node embedding.
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